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 1 ACCONCI, VITO. “Will be at Hotel Earle, Washington Square North, Room 226, April 3 to 14, 6 PM to 9 PM each 

night-- Continuing at Sonnabend Gallery, April 7-21, 10 AM to 6 PM-- Vito Acconci.” Postcard invitation. Glossy 
halftone photograph of the artist in performance, superimposed in white with manuscript text in the artist’s hand; verso blank. 
177 x 118 mm. (7 x 4 11.16 inches). A very fine copy, never mailed. 

  New York, [1973].  $350.00  
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 2 ACCONCI, VITO. pulse (for my mother)/ (pour sa mère) (26)pp. 10 halftone illus. Oblong lrg. 8vo. Wraps. (very slightly 

rubbed). Edition of 500 copies, printed at the Sonnabend Press, Paris. Parallel texts in English (reproduced from the artist’s 
manuscript) and French (reproduced from typescript). 

  “Vito Acconci propose dans ‘Pulse (for My Mother) (pour sa mère),’ 1973, un livre...émouvant...dans sa simplicité. ‘Pulse,’ en 
anglais, désigne le pouls, mais aussi le battement du coeur. Sur chaque double page, on a une petite photographie 
différente du visage souriant de la mère de l’artiste, entourée de trois phrases, sous deux formes, la plus subjective et la 
plus distanciée: manuscrites et en anglais, elles rayonnement librement autour du portrait et transcrivent, en style direct, les 
paroles mêmes de l’artiste à sa mère; imprimées en pavé dans le coin supérieur droit, et traduites en français, les mêmes 
phrases sont reprises en style indirect, qu’introduit le verbe ‘dire’ au passé pour les deux premières, puis au présent pour la 
troisième, de sorte qu’est rendu perceptible l’avant et l’après de l’agonie, ce que l’artiste pensait ou disait à sa mère sur son 
lit de mort et ce dont, après sa mort, il se souvient lui avoir dit et lui dit encore muettement dans sa douleur.... Le livre 
assume une double fonction de commémoration et d’exorcisme” (Moeglin-Delcroix). Boldly signed and dated by Acconci, 
November 1977, over the colophon.  

  Paris (Multiplicata), 1973.  $1,200.00  
  Moeglin-Delcroix, Anne: Esthétique du livre d’artiste 1960/1980: Une introduction à l’art contemporain (Paris: Bibliothèque 

Nationale, 2012), p. 327f. (illus.); Moeglin-Delcroix, Anne, et al: Guardare, raccontare, pensare, conservare (Mantova, 2004), 
p. 298 (illus.) 
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 3 Amsterdam. De Appel Foundation. VITO ACCONCI: The Peoplemobile. (Project for town squares in Holland).... Een 

produktie van Stichting de Appel Amsterdam en Vito Acconci.... Poster/catalogue, printed in red and black on lightweight 
cream wove paper. Verso: Text in Dutch, with 4 illus., printed in black. 60 x 628 mm. (ca. 18 x 24 1/4 inches). Folded as 
issued. On the front, listings of the venues and dates for the project, from May to July 1979, in Amsterdam, Middelburg, 
Rotterdam, Eindhoven and Groningen; on the back, text about the project and the artist, with stylized drawings showing the 
delivery and assembly of the structure. Folded, as issued. A fine copy. 

  Amsterdam, 1979.  $300.00  
 
 

              
 
 4 Amsterdam. Stedelijk Museum. VITO ACCONCI: [Catalogue of Headlines & Image]. Nov. 1978-Jan. 1979. (Cat. no. 647.) 

(54)pp. Prof. illus. Lrg. oblong 8vo. Dec. wraps. A fine copy. 
  Amsterdam, 1978.  $100.00  
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 5 New York. Artists Space. Two Interviews: VITO ACCONCI Interviewed by Lawrence Alloway, Art-Rite, Weds. March 

26, 1975. Leon Golub interviewed by Carol Duncan, Carter Ratcliff, Tues. April 1, 1975. Handbill poster, printed in black on 
lightweight cream wove paper. 330 x 215 mm. (13 x 8.5 inches). Verso blank. Central fold;  

  New York, 1975.  $100.00  
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 6 BRECHT, GEORGE. Nectarine. An assemblage comprising ten experimental meetings on 10 Tuesdays at 9AM beginning 

June 12 at 80 Jefferson St. New York City. Folding mimeographed circular, printed on recto only, enclosed with a printed 
card in a small envelope. Circular: 215 x 138 mm.(ca. 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches). 

  Envelope: 100 x 165 mm. (3 5/8 x 6 1/2 inches). “Brecht also stored work and tested out events at a loft-space he shared 
with his friend Robert Watts in New York.... Since New York offered many more sympathetic participants close at hand, the 
Jefferson Street loft was an ideal site for a series of events Brecht called ‘Nectarine.’ He advertised this as ‘ten experimental 
meetings on 10 Tuesdays’ with ‘involvement by sending $29 and two solutions to the anagram NECTARINE.’ This call for 
the participation of friends in New York was the beginning of a collaborative turn in Brecht’s conception of his work” (“George 
Brecht Events: Eine Heterospektive”). 

  Following the announcement details on the flyer is the text “J. doors cat/ play glass hat/ coffee hearts/ moisture eyes/ chairs 
letters/ air diamonds/ nothing talk/ shuffling horn/ mirrors trains/ telephones/ oranges.” The accompanying score card, 
irregularly shaped, is imprinted “suppose / sup pose” on one side; on the other, printed in orange, is the letter D surrounded 
by a dizzying field of concentric circles. 

  This example is hand-addressed by Brecht to E.M. Plunkett, a mail art collector, in New York City, and postmarked May 18, 
1962. Another example illustrated in the foregoing, addressed to the Fluxus artist Albert M. Fine, is also postmarked on this 
day. Small coffeestain on the flyer. Rare. 

  Metuchen, N.J., 1962.  $650.00  
  Robinson, Julia: George Brecht Events: Eine Heterospektive. Hrsg. v. Alfred M. Fischer (Museum Ludwig, Köln, 2005), no. 

75, illus. p. 99; Gagosian Gallery: George Brecht: Works from 1959-1973 (London, 2004), p. 70 
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 7 BRECHT, GEORGE & WATTS, ROBERT. Maytime. [Yam Festival Calendar. Maytime/Yam Time.] Double-sided broadside 

graphic calendar, printed in blue and green on white stock. 558 x 215 mm. (circa 22 x 8 1/2 inches). Prof. illus., with 
photocollages and freehand illustrations, appropriated nineteenth-century and modern commercial advertisements, 
typographic caprices, and other elements. A calendar of events and recommended activities for the May 1963 Yam Festival, 
edited and designed by Brecht and Watts. Featured--on Clock Day, Box Day, Yam Hat Sale, Balloon Day, Necktie Day, 
Water Day, Food Day, Key Day and others--was a hectic agenda spread across New York and New Jersey throughout the 
month. “Yam Day,” at the Hardware Poet’s Playhouse over the weekend of 11-12 May, included performances and projects 
by George Brecht, Robert Breer, John Cage, Robert Filliou, Red Grooms, Rudy Burckhardt, Al Hansen, Dick Higgins, Ray 
Johnson, Joe Jones, Alison Knowles, George Maciunas, Jackson Mac Low, Ben Patterson, Yvonne Rainer, Stan 
Vanderbeek, Robert Watts, James Waring, Diane Wakoski, Emmett Williams, LaMonte Young and others; another major 
event, “Segal’s Farm,” was held on the 19th, “with a Happening by Allen Kaprow, dance by Yvonne Rainer, Decoll/age by 
Vostell, Music by LaMonte Young, + All Kinds of Trouble by Dick Higgins” at the New Jersey farm of the sculptor George 
Segal. An incunable of Fluxus, predating George Maciunas’ return from West Germany. Folded, presumably as mailed. 
Recto a little browned in one portion, otherwise very fine. 

  [New York, 1963].  $2,000.00  
  Happening & Fluxus 01.05.63--31.05.63; Milman, Estera (ed.): Fluxus: A Conceptual Country (Visible Language, Vol. 26, 

No. 1/2, 1992), p. 239 
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 8 DASHTI, GOHAR. Iran, Untitled. Essay by Mehran Mohajer. (4)ff. (title, colophon, and two text leaves, in parallel Farsi and 

English), with 8 archival digital pigment prints (8.5 x 11.625 inches), each signed in pencil by the artist. Oblong 4to. Cloth. 
No. 9 of the edition limited to 25 numbered copies, signed and numbered in pencil in the colophon by the artist. Portfolio 
designed by Stephen Stinehour. English translation by Sassan Tabatabai. 

  Tehran/Boston (Robert Klein Gallery, in association with Azita Bina-Seibel & Ars Libri), 2014.  $3,500.00  
 
 

             
 
 9 (FLUXUS) Fluxus Vacuum TRapEzoid. Fluxus No. 5. March, 1965. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding), printed in on brown wove 

stock. 560 x 430 mm. (22 x 17 inches). Prof. illus. Tabloid folio. The fifth issue of the Fluxus newspaper, edited and designed 
by George Maciunas, with a page given to George Brecht. “These temporarily replaced the yearboxes as a faster means of 
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propagandizing the movement and distributing new works; resulted in 9 issues, plus 2 after Maciunas’s death. Each issue is 
different in content and intent, variously including scores, pieces and ads for Fluxus works, posters for Fluxus concerts, and 
photo-reportage of past performances” (Phillpot/Hendricks).  

  This issue, dramatically illustrated with mid-nineenth-century wood-engravings and woodblock typefaces, includes a full-
page poster for the Perpetual Fluxfest on Sundays that summer at the Cinemathèque (Yoko Ono, Eric Andersen, Ben 
Vautier, et al.), full-page mail order advertisements for the Fluxshop (Fluxus Yearboxes, Fluxkit, Fluxchess, Fluxorgan, and 
other pieces by Chieko Shiomi, Robert Watts, Joe Jones, Ayo, Vautier, Alison Knowles, George Brecht, and others); and, 
last, a “River Wax” Science page: “a special report by the Yam Festival Research Laboratories,” with strange technical 
arcana (“Initial Uptake of Silica by Excised Barley Roots,” “Friction between Feet and Ground”) intermingled with faux-
commercial come-ons and remarks (“Are You as Smooth in Hoboken as You Are in Louisville?,” “You may be the first 
scientist whose information problemns can’t be helped”) and peculiar photographic and wood-engraved figures. A fine copy. 

  New York, 1965.  $1,500.00  
  Silverman 557; Fluxus Codex p. 96f. (illus.); Phillpot/Hendricks 21 
 
 

            
 
 10 (FLUXUS) JOHN YOKO & FLUX all photographs copyright nineteen seVenty by peTer MooRE. Fluxus No. 8 [sic; 

actually No. 9], 1970. (4)pp. (single sheet, folding), printed on heavy white stock. 550 x 435 mm. (21 5/8 x 17 1/8 inches). 
Loosely inserted, as issued: printed in black on pale turquoise stock. 513 x 152mm. (20 1/4 x 6 inches). Prof. illus. (123 
numbered photos, keyed to the insert). Tabloid folio. The ninth issue of the Fluxus newspaper. “These temporarily replaced 
the yearboxes as a faster means of propagandizing the movement and distributing new works; resulted in 9 issues, plus 2 
after Maciunas’s death. Each issue is different in content and intent, variously including scores, pieces and ads for Fluxus 
works, posters for Fluxus concerts, and photo-reportage of past performances” (Phillpot/Hendricks). 

  “‘Fluxus Newspaper No. 9 (misnumbered 8) consists entirely of photographs by Peter Moore, with a 2-page insert identifying 
the contents” (Henricks). These include “Fluxfest Presentation of John Lennon & Yoko Ono +*” at 80 Wooster St., New York, 
1970; “Flux-Mass” at Douglass College, February 17, 1970; “Flux-Sports” at Douglass College, and “New Years Eve’s Flux-
fest, 80 Wooster St., New York, December 31, 1969. Also detailed on the insert are: “Tickets by John Lennon + Fluxtours,” 
offering “Unauthorized tickets to visit famous people” (such as Lauren Bacall and James Stewart), a round-trip ticket to 
Goose Bay, Labrador (John Lennon, $168) and a one-way ticket to Siberia (George Maciunas, $800) and other excursions; 
“Measure by John & Yoko + Fluxdoctors”;“Blue Room by John & Yoko + Fluxliars;” “Portrait of John Lennon as a Young 
Cloud by Yoko Ono & Every Participant;” and other pieces. A very fine, fresh copy, never folded. 

  New York, 1970.  $1,800.00  
  Silverman 592; Fluxus Codex p. 99f. (illus.); Phillpot/Hendricks 44 
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 11 GIBBONS, JOE & ZANE, JOE. [Faux Parkett] “Parkett. No. 81.” [By] Joe Gibbons, Joe Zane. (1), 126, (37)pp. Prof. illus. 

(numerous color). 4to. Wraps. Edition limited to 20 copies, plus 3 artist’s proofs, signed and numbered by the artists on the 
spine, together with a hand-signed printed statement to this effect by Joe Zane on his stationery, loosely inserted. Texts by 
the artists, Randi Hopkins, and Tony Conrad.  

  A collaborative artists’ book by Gibbons and Zane, in the form of a faux issue of “Parkett” devoted to their work. Extremely 
droll (including a mechanically translated parallel text in German, yielding results such as “Joe Gibbonen”), the work is also 
brilliantly realized from a technical point of view. The video artist and filmmaker Joe Gibbons--whose work has been shown 
in three Whitney Biennials, and at the Museum of Modern Art, Centre Pompidou, and the Reina Sofia--is on the faculty of the 
MIT Visual Arts Program; Joe Zane--whose faux Phaidon Monograph was published in 2006, in an edition of 5 copies--is 
director of production at the MIT Center for Advanced Visual Studies. 

  [Cambridge (The Artists)], 2008.  $2,000.00  
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 12 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum. JANNIS KOUNELLIS. 11. Mai bis 11. Juni 1978. Cardboard box (with separate 

lid), containing 4ff. of loose card stock, printed with a poem by Aleksandr Blok, “Die Skythen” (1918), and containing, loosely 
inserted, a multiple by Kounellis, in which a slender lead rod, affixed to a panel of heavy cardboard, is covered by a sheet of 
handmade paper. Sm. 4to. Edition limited to 440 numbered copies. A very fine copy. 

  Mönchengladbach, 1978.  $1,250.00  
  Maffei, Giorgio: Arte povera 1966-1980: Libri e documenti (Mantova, 2007), p. 92; Glasmeier, Michael: Die Bücher der 

Künstler (1994), no. 444; Wye, Deborah & Weitman, Wendy: Eye on Europe: Prints, Books & Multiples, 1960 to Now (New 
York: Museum of Modern Art, 2006), p. 104 
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 13 LEWITT, SOL. Grids, using straight lines, not-straight lines & broken lines in all their possible combinations. 

[Grids.] 28 etchings. (4)ff., 28 original etchings, each initialled in pencil by the artist on the verso, printed on Rives BFK. 270 
x 270 mm. (10 5/8 x 10 5/8 inches). Tissue guards. Lrg. sq. 4to. (285 x 285). White silk over boards, stamped in black. Paper 
slipcase (slightly abraded). Edition limited in all to 25 copies and 10 artist’s proofs, signed and numbered by LeWitt in pencil 
in the center of the last leaf. Printed by Kathan Brown at the Crown Point Press, Oakland. “Departing from his other offset-
printed books, LeWitt’s Crown Point books are beautifully hand printed and bound. ‘Grids...’ holds twenty-eight full page 
etchings. The progressions are listed first, from combination number one (‘Straight/Straight’) through number twenty-eight 
(‘Straight, Not-Straight, Broken/Straight, Not-Straight, Broken’). The cut of the etched lines into the soft paper (the lines 
which at first glance appear straight, and then on closer inspection reveal their freely drawn character), produce a vital page 
design and pleasurable viewing experience. A hand printed and bound LeWitt exerts a stronger sense of weight and 
permanence that creates a bridge between the intuitive idea guiding his books, and a stronger, more engaging contact 
sustained by the viewer while paging through LeWitt’s system” (Minneapolis). A fine copy. 

  New York (Parasol Press Ltd.), 1973.  $20,000.00  
  Barbara Krakow Gallery: Sol LeWitt Prints Catalogue Raisonné 1947-2006, no. 1973.03; Minnesota Center for Book Arts: 

Pick up the book, turn the page and enter the system: books by Sol LeWitt (Minneapolis, 1988) 
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 14 Mönchengladbach. Städtisches Museum. MANZONI. 29. November 1969 - 4. Januar 1970. Texts by Udo Kultermann, 

Johannes Cladders and the artist. Multiple-cum-exhibition catalogue, consisting of a sculptural clear plastic box and lid, with 
four circular concavities in each, containing the catalogue proper. (36)pp. 22 illus. Self-wraps. Sm. 4to. Edition limited to 440 
numbered copies. Small split in side of lid. Rare. 

  Mönchengladbach, 1969.  $1,250.00  
  Glasmeier, Michael: Die Bücher der Künstler: Publikationen und Editionen seit den sechziger Jahren in Deutschland 

(Stuttgart, 1994), no. 445 
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 15 (POLKE, SIGMAR) Parkett. Schweizer Kunstzeitschrift in deutscher und englischer Sprache. No. 2, Juli 1984: Collaboration 

Sigmar Polke. 121, (27)pp. Prof. illus. Folding leporello: 170 x 4860 mm. (ca. 6 5/8 x 192 inches). 4to. Dec. wraps. 
Containing Sigmar Polke’s “Desastres und andere bare Wunder,” a 27-panel leporello printed on spiderweb-embossed 
tissue, designed for this issue. Texts by Jean-Christophe Ammann, Bice Curiger, Peter Blum, et al. Leporello neatly 
detached from binding and loosely inserted (a little creased). The rarest issue of Parkett, sought-after for the Polke multiple. 

  Zürich (Parkett-Verlag AG), 1984.  $950.00  
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 16 REICH, STEVE. Drumming. For eight small tuned pianos, three marimbas, three glockenspiels, male and female voices, 

whistling and piccolo. (30)ff. (15 folded leaves, versos blank), with additional colophon leaf of smaller dimensions. Folio. 
Self-wraps., shrink-wrapped as issued. Edition limited to 500 copies, signed, numbered and dated by Reich in pencil at the 
end of the score, and numbered by the publishers in ink in the colophon. 

  Facsimile manuscript musical score, incorporating extensive facsimile manuscript text by Reich (and sketches by him on the 
cover sheet). Composed shortly after a formative trip to Ghana in 1971, “Drumming” marked a new stage in Reich’s career, 
at the same time that it was the last piece he wrote using his pioneer ‘phase shifting’ technique. The work also corresponds 
to the moment at which he established the ensemble Steve Reich and Musicians, and entered into a period of more 
elaborate compositions. Shrink-wrap neatly opened at foot; a fine copy. 

  New York/Los Angeles (John Gibson/Multiples, Inc.), 1972.  $1,250.00  
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 17 Prince, Douglas. FRANCESCA WOODMAN in Her Studio, 1976-1978. (4)pp., 12 archival digital pigment print 

photographs, each signed, numbered, dated and titled in pencil on the verso. Image size: 233 x 233 mm. (9 x 9 inches). 
Sheet size: 355 x 355 mm. (14 x 11 inches). Sm. folio. Portfolio (black boards with mounted cover panel). All contents loose, 
as issued. No. 8 of 12 numbered copies, from the limited edition of 12 with three artist’s proofs. Printed by the artist on 
Caslon Infinity paper with an Epson 7900. 

  Portraits of Woodman in her Providence studio, made by Prince on five visits between 1976 and 1978, while teaching 
photography at RISD. “While I never had Francesca in a class, I came to know her as a friend and fellow artist.... I made 
many environmental portraits of people I knew in Providence, including students. I was particularly interested in 
photographing Francesca because her unique ‘lifestyle’ was such rich territory and integrated part of her art-making. Her 
clothing and studio situation incorporated the richness of Victorian textures coupled with the ever-present evidence of 
entropy. This was a genuine projection of her persona and not some ‘style’ or device put together as photographic prop for 
her own photography” (from the introduction). 

  N.p. (Douglas Prince), 2012.  $4,000.00  
 


